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During the last ten years different data communication networks have been created

on top of the Public Telephone Switching Network. These data networks are made

mainly for the transportation of data using simply leased lines and sometimes in

combination with switching exchange.

Adding computers to these networks, they started to have some "intelligence" by

providing extra services to the users. Today, this intelligence that is on top of the

simple network is called "Added Value".

Every individual needs information to function properly in our society. For any subject

there is enough information except that it's not aiways available near at hand. It must

be retrieved from a different location and even sometimes from a different country. To

get a fast and efficient access to these remote information servers we need a data-

network.

Main purpose of data network is:

• Error free transport of information

» Translating the different communication protocols (languages)

• Creating a gateway between the public and private networks

• Providing an access to the value added services

VAN en VANS

Information exchange between two parties can be divided in three different layers or

services, namely:

1. Transport Most of the time the local Telecom company (PTT) provides the

basic transport service of voice as well as non-voice data. Typical

transport layers are the public telephone exchange, telex exchange

or simply a leased line.

2. Network On top of this traditional transport layer there is a network service

known as "VAN" (Value Added Network). The network layer provide

the following services:

- Different transmission speed and protocol choices

- A temporary storage of information for Electronic mail

- Technical management of the network

- Security and protection facility

- Centralised or decentralised billing facility

3. Information If we would add more services to the network layer, we come to

processing the information processing service, also known as (tVANS or VAS"

(Value Added Network Service or Value Added Service).

Information processing layer provides the following services:

- Information delivery, for different users simultaneously

- Information entry, by different users simultaneously

- Information processing, e.g. financial consolidation or statistic

- Information modify, remote modification of information



Examples of VAN and VANS
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A lot of organisations use electronic-mail or file transfer such as

all-in-one, deskmanager etc. for person to person

communication and transfer of ASCII-files (plain text). To

transfer databases & spreadsheet (sale statistics, financial

report etc.) mostly EDIFACT is used.

Electronic Data interchange (EDI) is communication between

computers with the international standard such as X-400. Often

transactions is between companies of different sectors e.g.

distributors, import/export etc. vs. banks, insurance's etc.

proceeds via EDI. Value added network (VAN) provides error

free transportation means and gives solution for the protocol

problems between the different computers.

Info entry is a system that allows to input information to a central

point from different points. For example different travel agencies

have access to VANS namely the international hotel reservation

system to make a hotel reservation for iarge hotels.



Info delivery When information is available at a central point for different
companies, it's called information delivery. For example in the case

of 'cash management1, one can get information concerning it's bank

record.

When to^chpose for VAN and VANS ?

After considering why one needs VANS, how it fits in the organisation, what it will cbst
compared to it's advantages, it can be implemented without to many complications.

Some business sectors that might need to operate with VAN and VANS are:

1. Banks, insurance's, airlines, travel agencies, hotels, universities, airport, PTT etc.
2. Company that needs to communication with banks or insurance's via the computer

3. Companies that needs to have computer communication with international
suppliers, such as import/export, distributors and agents, transport sector etc, ,

4. Organisations that have a number of branches widely spread over the country-

Some of the advantages of VAN and VANS are:

-fast, fiexibleand reliable way of communicating between computers

- full compatibility between different systems

- operates on top of the already existing infrastructure

- easy access to information (international) any time of the day


